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marshall showed that, aside from his beatmaking prowess and lounge-
lizard loucheness, he could also pen a terse rocker. singing with the
affect of a boxer with a plugged nose, he veers between emotional
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extremes, calling out a band as fucking trash while sounding miserably
convinced of his own fallibility. a snaking baritone sax and smoky dub
effects blur the songs edges until even the name-calling title subtly
shifts to a gentle adage: dont suffer. had it come a few generations

before, it might have made krule into alternative rock royalty alongside
the pixies or sonic youth. instead, it made fans of everyone from weirdo-
jazz ensemble standing on the corner to beyonc. allison p. davis playing

foosballs mainly for me as an excellent distraction as when my pc
locked up while i was playing it, the simpsons flourished to fill in for the
time i needed to obtain it open again. not simply do these characters

look cute but they also get the product around each other in a manner
ive seen very little of in disney animated classics. put simply, instead of
just reading about homer on the tv, and you get to watch the characters
interact, the jokes come naturally, and it becomes obvious when marge

and bart are in a bit of bother.foosball fun packs in a wide range of
sounds, animations, and downloadable content material.a huge list of
awesome foosball stuff to make and play with. reviewed by tehbeen
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this single from the album "fashion" is another cut from their most
recent project. it is an edgy, melodic "uptown funk"-style single from

the duo. it's about a female that wants to make money, but is too flaky
to do so on her own. a friend gives her the male club version of "uptown
funk" and she decides to make it her own. "it's a feel good song," says
mavado. "it's about life and how you have to take it one day at a time.
you can't always be on the same path. sometimes, you have to step off
the train. dancehall singer popcaan may be the hottest thing going in
dancehall music. most recently, the british born singer made waves

with the single "nice boy," a song that features rihanna. the song was
released in november of 2014 and is already in its 4th week at no. 1 on
the us itunes dancehall charts and has already been certified platinum
in jamaica. the song has been officially released to radio in the us and
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has been a radio hit as well. "nice boy" is currently the #1 most added
song at radio in the us and has so far accumulated over 10,000 spins on

radio from coast to coast. the single is also climbing the charts on
billboard's hot 100 as well as billboard's hot dance/club songs chart. last
month, "nice boy" also made billboard's dance/mix show airplay top 40
chart, climbing all the way up to the no. 6 spot. it was also added to the
us itunes dancehall charts as well. this is pretty big news for popcaan

and dancehall music. his last song was "slow down" in 2012 that
featured rihanna and it also went to #1 on the dancehall charts. if you

thought that "slow down" was a hot song, then prepare for the next
dancehall song with rihanna on the hook. this song is gonna be huge!

rihanna was also featured on popcaan's single "put it on me," which just
happened to go to #1 on the dancehall charts. 5ec8ef588b
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